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Mostra Convegno Expocomfort 2024: Diehl Brass Solutions 

presents the new lead-free standards brass eZeebrass 

From 12 to 15 March 20247 the Mostra Convegno Expocomfort will open its doors in Milan. 

Diehl Metall will also be exhibiting this year. The strategic business unit Diehl Brass Solutions 

will be presenting its latest innovation, the lead-free standard brass eZeebrass. 

THE NEW STANDARD - eZeebrass marks a significant step towards a lead-free 

future. 

At a time when sustainability is becoming increasingly important, Diehl Brass Solutions is 

demonstrating its commitment to environmentally friendly and responsible production with 

eZeebrass. Because eZeebrass is true to its mottosustainable corporate development. 

.ecological 

.zero lead 

.easy to machine 

.economical 

is the result of extensive research and development and, thanks to its optimised 

composition, meets the highest requirements in terms of machinability and processing. This 

means that eZeebrass already fulfils the regulatory requirements of tomorrow! 

And it´s lead-free, too! 

 

Diehl Brass Solutions' participation in this year's Mostra Convegno Expocomfort offers 

interested visitors the opportunity to experience eZeebrass up close and learn more about 

the advantages and production of the new alloy. 

You will find Diehl Brass Solutions at the Mostra Convegno Expocomfort in Milan 

on booth 4 S33/T34. The team is looking forward to exciting discussions and a 

lively exchange about the new lead-free standard brass. 
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About Diehl Metall:  

Diehl Metall is a Corporate Division of the Diehl Group founded in 1902 (sales: 3.5 billion euros, employees: 

16,550) and has its headquarters in Röthenbach a.d. Pegnitz near Nuremberg. The company offers a broad 

spectrum of innovative products and technologies in the area of metal processing. In a global production network 

with locations in Europe, Asia, South America and the US, Diehl Metall develops application-oriented solutions for 

international customers. 

The company assumes responsibility in the area of climate and resource protection, and places great value on 

recyclable alloys and composite materials. To fulfil this responsibility, Diehl Metall relies on technically optimized 

production processes and directs its innovation activities toward future trends.   

 


